Education & Learning
'Rugby with Rodney'
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Like Everybody, in between washing his hand and learning new rugby
skills, Rodney needs some help with learning other skills and is asking all
his friends if they could work through some of his tasks and send them
into us or post them to us on twitter.
mike.sage@dragonsrugby.wales

@DRA_Community

Good luck and thanks for your help.

Task 1
As well as learning new rugby skills at home I am also learning how to write using
different words . Can you write me a small Story about Welsh Rugby and highlight
the words that you use using from the list below ??

Nouns Verbs Adjectives Adverbs

Task 2
The pitch at Rodney parade is 100m long and 70m Wide, in every Sq meter
there about 5000 blades of grass , can you solve my questions below ?

How many Sq meters is the entire pitch ?
How many blades of grass are on the pitch ?

Task 3
We love our kits at Dragons rugby , we like nice bright colourful designs . Can
you design a new kit for me ??

Rodney says, “ Research our sponsors and include them “

Task 4
Wales is Quite small , with lots of Rugby players though , could you tell me
the five biggest countries by population and what the numbers are in the
world ?

Rodney says, "Some of the biggest countries by size may not have the
biggest population “

Good luck.

Task 5
Core strength is an important in all sports and none more so than rugby
, can you research some exercises to build up my core strength and send
them into me please ?

Rodney says, “I train better when the skills are fun and enjoyable”.

Good Luck / Pob Lwc

